Review:
Lesson 1: Introduction, Pt. 1
Lesson 2: Introduction, Pt. 2
Lesson 3: This Little Light of Mine
Lesson 4: Standing Up to Power

A Trio of Heros
Judges 4
In the chaos of this broken world, any ability to discern truth and to hear from God is a
. Even in our brokenness, humankind has
usually valued genuine spiritual insight.
Discussion 1. Do you think our current secular culture values genuine spiritual
insight? Can you think of any examples?
When God calls us to face overwhelming odds, we can always trust Him with the
. Overcoming crazy odds is more or less His specialty.
Discussion 2. Have you ever had to rely upon God when facing overwhelming odds?
Looking back on those circumstances, do you believe God’s will prevailed in the end?
Why or why not?
No matter our past experiences nor our learned skills (nor the lack thereof), God can
nonetheless use them to accomplish extraordinary things. We need only make ourselves
.
Discussion 3. Why do you suppose God often uses ordinary people with ordinary skills
to accomplish His work, rather than using extraordinary people with extraordinary
skills? Does this encourage you or does it scare you? Why?
When we feel God’s hand on us, guiding us toward an assignment or calling, we should
open eyes and look around to see who else He may be mobilizing in the same direction. We
were created for
, especially in God’s callings.
Discussion 4. Have you ever experienced God mobilizing several (or many) people at
the same time, independent of each other, to accomplish something extraordinary?
Have you ever heard any stories of this happening? Do you believe God does it often?
Discussion 5. How does this lesson cause you to pray? How does it prepare your heart
for worship?

